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Introduction 
 
It is something of a truism to say that psychology has a long-standing interest in 

explaining the capacity humans have to “understand” one another. One specific 

tradition, which explains this skill with the development of a capacity labelled 

Theory of Mind (henceforth ToM), has received more and more research 

attention during the past decades (Baron-Cohen, Leslie and Frith 1985; Bartsch 

and Wellman 1995; Gopnik and Wellman 1995; Premack and Woodruff 1978; 

Surian and Leslie 1999; Wellman 1990). 

The term ToM is spreading and also becoming part of people’s everyday 

language. Today one can hear not only psychologists, but also pre-school 

teachers, social workers and perhaps even parents using it with reference to 

children’s actions and behaviour. In this chapter, I intend to briefly outline some 

central ideas from Antaki’s (2004) paper entitled Reading minds or dealing with 

interactional implications and discuss how the criticism of ToM advanced in that 

paper has paved the way for later research on the concept of mind and talk in 



interaction. I also intend to discuss why this critique must be a concern for 

psychology. While critical voices had already been heard from 

ethnomethodology in relation to the concept of mind (Coulter, 1989, 1999) prior 

to the publication of Antaki’s paper, similar voices from within the discipline of 

psychology had been almost non-existent. But this does not mean that Antaki 

was alone in his concerns about language and mind and how they were 

understood in psychology. In 2004, Discursive psychology (Edwards and Potter 

1992) was well established. A few years before Reading minds…, Derek Edwards 

had published his seminal achievement Discourse and Cognition (1997). At about 

the same time as Reading minds was published, contemporary DP work covered 

a wide range of topics, all addressing and re-specifying traditional concerns 

within psychology. These range from how gender categories operate in disputes 

(Stokoe 2003), how “cognitive distortions” may be understood as an 

accomplishment in talk rather than a mere character trait of sex offenders 

(Auburn and Lea 2003); to accounts for success or failure in sport psychology 

(Locke 2004) or how “normality” is interactionally achieved in interviews with 

young women in detention homes (Osvaldsson 2004), to name a few. In 

conclusion, a critique against a referential view of language or against 

cognitivism was not new when Reading minds or dealing with interactional 

implications…was published. It had already been put forward by both discursive 

psychology and ethnomethodology. The strong contribution of the paper is 

therefore its target. Antaki directs his critique towards a growing and very 

influential psychological school –ToM.  

Ever since it began, the measurement of individual human capabilities has been a 

core concern and central marker for the discipline of psychology. In aid of this 



concern, psychologists rely on a vast tradition of using tests and psychometric 

instruments. In Reading minds, Antaki offers a highly critical argument, showing 

how psychology fails to sufficiently grasp its own key concepts, such as cognition 

and mind, and the consequences this failure entails. The article presents an 

epistemological critique that is unusual in the sense that it is not only built as a 

theoretical argument, but is continuously supported through close analysis of 

empirical data. This empirical anchoring makes Antaki’s critique of ToM 

particularly forceful.  

The gist of Antaki’s critique is that instead of actually investigating how people in 

interaction accomplish or fail to accomplish mutual understanding, ToM merely 

helps us constitute the presence of different capacities within certain groups of 

people. In Reading minds.., Antaki restates some of the key epistemological 

presuppositions of discourse and conversation analytical work. This allows him 

to spell out the shortcomings of a representational perspective on language, and 

to replace this with the benefits of an approach to language as social action. 

Antaki’s critique of ToM is therefore an example of a much wider problem that 

almost all psychology hosts. 

Using examples of actual interaction between psychologists and clients, Antaki’s 

paper describes the shortcomings of a theoretical model that fails to take human 

interaction into consideration. Instead ToM seeks evidence of this capacity 

through hypothetical models of inner mental states. Herein lies a paradox: One 

central task for the ToM tradition is to explain normal cognitive development 

and functions in terms of the capacity to understand and reflect upon other 

persons’ points of view. Therefore it is not particularly farfetched to believe that 

an interest in human interpersonal understanding should also require a research 



focus on the interpersonal and social spheres of life. But like most other 

traditional psychological research, the ToM tradition is firmly grounded in an 

interest in intra-individual mental capacity. The problem this mismatch creates 

is but one of the matters that Antaki’s paper brings to a head.  

 Antaki’s work is part of an established and rapidly growing radical branch of 

psychology that has taken as its task to level the bias of mentalistic dominance in 

psychology by introducing a strong focus on interaction. Discursive psychology 

(Edwards and Potter 1992) is continuously re-specifying not only the ToM 

tradition, but a wider and wider array of psychological matters, substituting 

cognition and mentalism for a focus on psychology as action and performance, 

(Potter, 2010). I will return to this, but first a brief description of ToM from the 

point view of its promotors. 

Theory of Mind 

In psychology, ToM denotes the ability to think about other people’s mental 

states, and to use this capacity to try to explain and predict other people’s 

behaviour. The term was originally coined by Premack and Woodruff (1978) in 

an article that reported a series of experiments with a chimpanzee. In humans, 

this same capacity is usually tapped into through testing, such as with the “Sally-

Anne procedure of false belief” (Baron-Cohen, Leslie and Frith, 1985), designed 

to measure whether children are able to distinguish and separate their own 

knowledge (true belief) from the knowledge of another person (in this case a 

false belief). In the test, the child is presented with two dolls, named Sally and 

Anne. There is also a basket containing a marble and an empty box between the 

dolls. The doll named Sally is asked to leave the room, and when this has 



happened, Anne moves the marble from the basket to the box. Then Sally returns 

and the test leader asks the child where Sally will look for the marble.  

According to ToM proponents, in the typical case, children from around the age 

of four will correctly report that Sally will look for the marble in the basket, as 

she was out of the room when the marble was moved. This capacity to take 

another person’s point of view when coming to conclusions is seen as an 

indication of the development of a ToM. 

Yet after the age of four, there are still some, who often fail on such tests. Persons 

who are diagnosed with autism or related syndromes belong to one such 

category (Surian and Leslie, 1999). The same applies to some psychiatric 

diagnoses, such as Schizophrenia (Corcoran, Mercer and Frith 1995; Frith 1992; 

Frith and Corcoran 1996; Mazza et al. 2001). 

Today, mainly two different theoretical traditions exist that account for the 

origins and development of ToM: the Theory-Theory and the Modular Theory, 

which bases its explanation on the idea of a specific innate mechanism.  

 

According to the Theory-Theory, the way children develop a ToM is similar to 

the way scientists develop and change their theories, that is, through a 

continuous process of developing, testing, and retesting hypotheses (Bartsch and 

Wellman, 1995; Gopnik and Wellman, 1995, Wellman, 1990).  

 

The Modular Theory , on the other hand, claims that the capacity for a ToM is 

based on an innate and central device in the brain that needs a trigger. After the 

triggered onset, the mechanism continues almost independently (German and 

Leslie, 2001; Leslie, 1987, Leslie, Friedman and German, 2004). There are 



theoretical similarities with Chomsky’s notion of a Language Acquisition Device 

(LAD) (Chomsky, 1969[1965], pp. 30-37) here.  

Both of these traditions are experimental in nature, but there is also a smaller 

strand of developmental psychology that criticizes such experiments for their 

lack of ecological validity, arguing instead for the need to observe children in 

natural settings (cf. Dunn, 1991).  

As different as these strands may be, they nonetheless share a strong cognitivist 

position, where development is largely explained by referring to changes taking 

place within children’s maturing brains.  

 

Moves on the interactional table 

Within ToM, there are other crucial aspects of language and social interaction 

that are either taken for granted or ignored. Antaki’s paper Reading minds or 

dealing with interactional implications picks up on some of these aspects, fleshes 

them out and reveals the problems inherit in them. Of special importance is the 

idea within ToM that the basic function of language is to signify or represent 

objects out there in the world rather than to be a means for action.  

Reading minds…, which appeared in a special issue of Theory & Psychology 

dedicated to critical examination of ToM, is firmly grounded in an 

epistemological critique, put forward by a particular strand of Discursive 

Psychology (DP) concerned with the ‘re-specification’ of cognition, (see also 

Antaki, 2006; Edwards 1997; Edwards and Potter, 2005; Edwards and Potter, 

1992). As such, his article is a central part of DP’s cumulative body of anti-

cognitivist critique.  



I will introduce my reading of Reading minds... with a quote from the paper – a 

quote that identifies two central problems underpinning ToM and other 

psychological theorizing based on mentalistic models: 

ToM proponents put inverted commas around ‘mind- reading’, as if 
they mean the term only figuratively, but then proceed essentially as 
if people do actually read minds. That is to say, they presume two 
things. First they presume that it is philosophically uncontroversial to 
assume a referential theory of language: that is to assume that 
phenomena such as private beliefs, wishes and intentions mean 
something (and are accurate, plausible, etc.) by comparison against 
some referred to object. Second, they presume that people can (and 
must) tell what these supposed referred to objects are. One might 
reasonably argue with both claims.  

(Antaki, 2004 p.667-668) 
 
From this quote, we can see that Antaki’s 2004 paper can be read as, essentially, 

a philosophical critique of some of ToM's basic assumptions. It identifies a 

crucial gap between theoretical statements and actual research practice and 

conclusions.  

Something that I particularly like about the paper is his discussion of the human 

capacity to “read minds”. Proponents of ToM, Antaki argues, always carefully 

point out that an actual human capacity to read minds is naturally impossible, 

and that the concept is to be understood metaphorically. But despite this, in ToM 

analyses and discussions of human capacities and shortcomings, it is as if the 

metaphorical status of the concept disappears and gives way to a form of actual 

mind-reading capacity that is described as something both real and built into 

normal psychological development.  

Antaki’s second critique concerns the representational view of language and how 

this view both presupposes and reproduces neglect of the fundamental 

importance of social interaction. All standardized psychological tests, including 

tests of a ToM, have to neglect the importance of situated social interaction, 



otherwise standardization becomes impossible. It has to be presumed that all 

test situations can be made equal and thus possible to compare. From this 

follows that performance on a test must be understood as reflecting the tested 

individual’s inner capacity. The impossibility of psychology’s position one these 

matters is what is so convincingly demonstrated in the empirical examples 

provided in Antaki´s paper.  

However, a performative view of language places other demands on the 

presentation of findings and analysis:  

It holds that phrases like ‘what Jane thinks John believes’ are really 
shorthand for something like ‘what Jane is saying and doing so as to 
allow, or force, a range of public implications that would follow from 
her being understood to think such-and-such about John, in the 
circumstances’. Of course this is more laborious than saying she can 
read someone’s mind. But it is more sensible, and likely to be more 
helpful.  
   (Antaki, 2004, p. 669) 

 
Antaki here pre-empts the critique often directed at interactional studies for 

being too detailed in their descriptions of ‘what’s going on’. According to him, it 

is only within such detailed analysis and laborious explanations that the 

possibility for an interactional understanding may be investigated instead of 

taken for granted. Otherwise, interactional understanding is at risk for being 

reified as a mind-reading capacity. In a sequential analysis of the interaction 

between a psychologist and a client diagnosed with schizophrenia, Antaki is able 

to show how different and more qualified an elaborated versus a glossed 

analysis of the unfolding interaction becomes. Without referring to any internal 

mental states of the client (or for that matter of the psychologist), the reader is 

nonetheless able to follow an analysis of how the client manages to work out 

what the therapist is displaying and succeeds in responding in a preferred way, 



with ‘moves dealing with what the interlocutor laid on the interactional table’ (p. 

681). To conclude, what the reader is offered in Antaki’s Reading minds... is a 

convincing framework and analysis of how to describe the achievement or lack 

of achievement of mutual understanding.  

 

Sympathetic views from other traditions 

Discursive psychology is not alone in its criticism of cognitivism, nor is Antaki 

alone in his criticism of ToM. Conceptually ToM is an analyst’s project, not easily 

compatible with participant’s concerns, and so pertinent criticism has been 

raised from ethnomethodology, to which Antaki’s form of discursive psychology 

is both related and indebted. Scholars like Jeff Coulter (1989, 1999, and 2005) 

have for long argued against the concept of ‘mind’ in a broad sense, questioning 

whether it is at all relevant to an analysis of human interaction, and 

interpersonal understanding.  

Moreover, while Antaki’s contribution to the special issue of Theory & 

Psychology is grounded in a detailed analysis of actual interaction, other papers 

in the issue trace the philosophical roots of ToM. Sharrock and Coulter (2004) 

use philosophers Ryle and Wittgenstein to argue for a performative view on 

language, concluding that ToM’s referential view of language in fact causes ToM 

to lose its coherence and usefulness altogether. They also, like Leudar and Costall 

(2004, same issue), call attention to the problematic dualism between mind and 

behaviour, which is not limited to ToM but permeates most of psychology. 

Leudar and Costall (2009) have also pointed out the rather loose 

correspondence between achievements in experimental settings and 



interactional management in everyday life (see also McCabe, 2004 and Schegloff, 

1999 on these matters).  

The impact of Reading minds... has hitherto especially been noted in relation to 

psychotherapy. Clark (2009) and Georgaca and Avdi (2009) have both taken up 

Antakis’ ideas and demonstrated their fruitfulness in relation to an analysis of 

psychotherapeutic interaction as well as the assessment of outcomes of 

psychotherapy. When it comes to mental health and especially Schizophrenia, 

McCabe (2004) has convincingly argued against the idea that difficulties with 

inferring other’s mental states would be a strong component in psychotic 

symptoms such as delusions. In line with Antaki (2004), she also found that 

patients with a diagnosis of schizophrenia do not display a ToM deficiency when 

their participation in naturally occurring interaction is analysed. This is in 

contrast to results on tests designed to measure ToM, and may indicate more of a 

problem with the experimental design, than an actual ‘deficiency’. 

 

Children’s interaction and child development 

It needs pointing out that the work discussed above is mostly concerned with 

adults. For this reason, I intend to emphasize the contemporary relevance of 

Reading minds… with reference to psychological research concerning children 

and child development. I will do this especially concerning its implications for 

the psychometric approaches to children. 

Psychological development has always been a substantial part of psychological 

theory. The relation between discourse and development was an issue that was 

targeted very early on in the formation of discursive psychology. Already in 

1988, Edwards and Middleton discussed learning to remember as an 



interactional activity, and Edwards (1993) developed this further in an analysis 

of discourse in a kindergarten class, framing knowledge and education as a 

participant’s concern, including both children and teachers.  

One of the most profound attempts to investigate children’s interaction with a 

specific interest in the development of ‘mind’, has come from sociology and 

conversation analysis. Anthony Wootton (1997; 2006; 2007) has dedicated most 

of his research to a sequentially based interactional account of developmental 

change. Instead of theoretical models of internal capacities, public 

understandings are what is understood to come to inform the child’s ongoing 

lines of action. For cognitive psychologist Jean Piaget (1923), the notion of an 

internal conflict within the child was seen as crucial for development and the 

acquisition of more advanced levels of thinking. In Wootton’s studies, the focus is 

instead on agreement. Children construct and consequentially develop their 

actions so as to be compatible with and understandable in their immediate 

context. Wootton’s conversation analytic work has developed in parallel but 

seemingly without much contact with the project of discursive psychology.  

From very early on, Harvey Sacks (1995) had an interest in children’s learning of 

interactional skills. In a lecture on the necessity of acquiring the competence 

both to deceive and to reveal deceit, Sacks says: 

 

...it’s of course nonsense to say that thoughts are things that can’t be 
seen, unless you want to take some notion of ‘thoughts’ which 
Members do not employ, since they certainly do take it that one can 
see what anybody is thinking. Not in every case, certainly, but you can 
see what people are thinking, and there are ways of doing it. And you 
must learn to do it.  
    (Sacks, LC1, p 364) 



At a first glance, this quote may look contradictory to the argument that that is 

being advanced throughout this chapter. Isn’t he saying the exact opposite to 

what Antaki has argued? That it is in fact both possible and necessary to learn 

how to see what others are thinking? But the crucial difference from ToM 

proponents is of course the notion of thoughts as an issue for participants 

(members in ethnomethodology’s terminology) in interaction. Learning to 

observe that people sometimes do not overtly tell the whole truth, but may lie or 

have other hidden agendas, are important social skills, which are complicated 

but have to be acquired.  

There is now a substantial body of research investigating knowledge and 

cognition from an interactional point of view. Likewise there is no lack of studies 

that take an interest in children as participants in interaction (see for example 

Butler 2008 and Čekaitè et al. 2014 on peer talk and interaction; Butler and 

Weatherall 2011 and Cromdal 2011 on gender; Butler, Potter et al. 2010 and 

Cromdal, Daniel Persson-Thunqvist et al. 2012 on helpline and emergency 

interaction; or Danby & Theobald 2012 on disputes). While my own work does 

not directly address ToM, it is nonetheless indebted to the systematic critique 

and epistemological concerns that underpin Antaki’s argument. It could be 

characterized as an application of the central concerns that his paper raises: A 

performative view on language in relation to questions concerning mind and 

mental states. I am interested in finding and analysing examples of the kind of 

knowledge that a participant’s orientation towards other persons’ states and 

conditions may yield. If you wish, a form of ‘mind telling’ through ‘reading 

actions’ (cf. Osvaldsson 2011; Osvaldsson et al. 2013)  

 



Displaying understanding and affection 

In a projecti, examining children’s calls to emergency services, I have 

investigated how children and emergency operators jointly co-construct incident 

descriptions that are sufficient for adequate emergency rescue responses.ii  

 

Extract 1. He’s havin sumthin. [B11. 0-00.34]  

 000    ((line open)) 

 001 op essoess ettetttv<↓å:=>vaint<räffat? 

     essoess oneonetwowhat’sccurred 

 002 (2.1) 

 003 op  essoess>ettett<↓två=>varint<räffat? 

  essoessoneonetwowhat’s ocurred 

 004 cl >hej< >kan ni skicka< en ambulans  

  hi couldya send an ambulance  

 005 ti landtorpsgatan hundraåttiett.= 

  to hundredeightyone landtorp street 

 006 op =>va är de som< händer dä:r? 

  what is happpening there 

 007 cl ö:ja tror de hjärtinfarkt ellenåt.= 

  I think its a cardiac arrest or summat 

 008 op =ä:r de nån som har ↑o:nt i bröste:t. 

  has someone got chest pains 

 009 cl    A::[:han ha] fått nånting.= 

  Ye he’s  havin sumthin 

 010 op    [ä dä-  ] 

  is it 

 011 cl =han >bara< ↓<låter>=↑han::  

       he’s justmaking this sound he 

 012 .hH javet inte=>han har bara< 

       hh I dunnohe’s just 

 013 ramlat ihop nu.= 

  collapsed now 

-> 014 op =ahokej .hhm-min arbetskam↑↑rat 

  ahokey .hhm- my colleague 

 015 ↓hä:r  

  here 

 016 (.3) 

 017 cl [a:: 

  ya 

 018 op [hon ↑SKIckar ambulans under 

  she’s sending an ambulance 

 019 ↓ti:den >sådu-ff< (.25) de: 

  while we’re talking so you 

 020 dröjer inte att du åja pra:tar  

  you an’me talkin won’t hold 

 021 på nåt vi:s.=>utan hon< skickar 

 ---00.30---  us up in any way so she’s sendin 

 022 ambulansen me en gång hä:r.= 

  out the ambulance right away here 

 023 cl =[mm 

  mm 

 024 op  [.här de din ↑pappa som har 

  is that your dad having 

 025 ont i bröstet?= 

  the chest pain 



 026 cl =a:. hh. 

  yeh 

(Cromdal, Osvaldsson and Persson-Thunqvist, 2008, p. 932-933) 

 
The caller’s report that the patient has ‘collapsed’ in line 13 clearly indicates an 

acute situation. What we want to consider here is that the operator’s receipt of 

the report and her ensuing actions  (lines 14 - 22) do not merely concern the 

nature of the emergency, but also handle the emotional state of the caller. This is 

hearable in line 14. From a ToM point of view (Leslie 1987), the operator can be 

said to be able to form a ToM – to have the capacity not just to comprehend the 

caller’s talk, but to understand the caller’s situation and emotional state. No 

doubt, these are important and desirable competences for an emergency 

operator. But this is as far as a ToM approach may take us. It tells us nothing 

about the sequential build-up of the emergency report by its parties and the 

inferential work that this piece of interaction involves. Following Antaki’s call for 

an analysis of the “interactional implications” of emotional work we can trace the 

operator’s assurance to the details of the caller’s report, where his struggling 

descriptions of the patient’s symptoms (lines 9 through 12) also display a degree 

of helplessness. And it is precisely to these manifestations of the caller’s 

emotional state that the operator attends in handling the emergency report. Such 

feedback on emotional states routinely occurs in situations where the callers 

show signs of immediate distress. These situations provide explicit examples of 

the type of interactional implications which, according to Antaki, comprise 

crucial elements of the display of a candidate understanding another person’s 

thoughts and feelings. The operator continues her inquiry into the caller’s 

situation by asking about the relation between the caller and the patient (is that 

your dad, line 24), which further testifies to her reading of the caller’s affective 



state. While mundane categorizations of people as dads or children may be of 

little value for the understanding of emergency incidents per se, operators’ 

sensitivity towards emotional displays in callers’ talk may be crucial for the 

successful progression of calls and adequate emergency response operations.  

 

Repair and understanding 

In recent years, there has been a renewed interest in the relation between 

interaction, child development and ToM. In this section, I present some studies 

which all express a dissatisfaction with standardized test situations and question 

their adequacy as contexts for studying the development of mind. They are all 

important contributions and testimonials to the intellectual impact of Antaki’s 

work.  

The first study, by Plejert and Sundqvist (2013), reports on children who use 

augmentative and alternative communication (AAC), such as Blissiii, for their 

communication. While research focusing children with an atypical development 

often approaches the ways in which these children are impaired by comparing 

them to children who develop in typical ways, Plejert and Sundqvist (2013) 

instead set out to examine actions that were taken up by the children in order to 

achieve mutual understanding. Working from a dialogical perspective, they 

stress the collaborative aspects of actions. One specific cluster of actions in focus 

was these children’s engagement in repair sequences. Such an engagement is 

claimed to be ‘dependent on the ability to understand that another person 

experiences a trouble of some kind’ (Plejert and Sundqvist, 2013, p. 183). 

Plejert and Sundqvist are very careful in their critique of ToM, claiming that they 

merely wish to complement the theory with an interaction-oriented perspective. 



However, they also argue that a focus on interaction may better account for the 

frequent imbalance between these children’s results on formal tests of ToM and 

more everyday assessments of their social skills. 

Formulating wants versus acting on them 

Childs (2014) argues for a re-specification of ToM, based on detailed analyses of 

interaction during family mealtimes targeting children’s use of “I want” 

expressions. As one example, she shows that formulating wants by no means 

implies acting in line with one’s wants. I fact, people do the opposite. In line with 

Edwards (2008), she argues that formulations of an intention rather make 

relevant a possible gap between a formulation and possible action. This analysis 

further supports Antakis’ (2004) critique of the limitations of a referential view 

on language, that such a view understanding and/or formulation must equal 

action.  

One hypothesis within ToM is that children develop an understanding of others’ 

desires before they develop an understanding of their own thoughts and beliefs 

(Wellman and Woolley, 1989). In experimental studies, one task for children 

may be to predict the future actions of characters based on knowledge they have 

received about the test characters’ desires (cf. Cassidy et al. 2005). Like Plejert 

and Sundqvist’s (2013) study, Child’s analysis demonstrates how the 

standardized experimental situation combined with a referential theory of 

language fails to sufficiently account for the variety of ways in which mental 

state terms are used in ordinary social interaction. She also argues that most 

methodology used for investigating children’s desires is based on problematic 

taken-for-granted assumptions – assumptions that detailed analyses of naturally 

occurring interaction must question.   



 

Moral implications 

Iversen (2014) has analysed a corpus of research interviews, originally collected 

within a project examining the psychological impact on children of witnessing 

violence against their mothers. Her analysis targets a particular question posed 

in the interviews ('What do you believe the perpetrator thinks about what he has 

done') (p.5). The question was formulated with the intention to obtain 

information on the psychological concept of mentalization (Fonagy 1991), which 

refers to the ability to conceptualize others' mental states, based on own 

thoughts and observations of others’ behaviour. As such, the concept is very 

closely connected with ToM. The children were asked to provide accounts for the 

feelings and thoughts of the person who was responsible for the violence they 

had witnessed against their mothers. This person was their father, or in some 

cases, another person they were close to. Her conclusion was that the 

perpetrator must be believable - recognized as both credible and knowable - for 

the children to claim access to his thoughts. The research team was interested in 

the possible damage that these children’s experiences may have done to their 

capacity for mentalization, Iversen’s main argument is that both the concept of 

mentalization and the referential view on language used in the research 

interview fail to take into account that such assumptions most often also have 

moral implications.  

It is noteworthy that the coding manual's four categories, which 
consider a perpetrator' s confession to be the best evidence of regret, 
did not resonate with the interviewees' descriptions, which 
challenged the idea that talk necessarily expresses thoughts, and 
instead stressed the importance of their fathers' (believable) 
behaviour. 
                                        (Iversen, 2014, p 382) 



 
 
 
Concluding discussion 
 

Antaki’s paper, and other more recent studies, demonstrate how a discursive 

approach to psychological topics is an important contribution to psychology. The 

strongest contribution of this work is perhaps that is demonstrates, in lived 

detail, the steps and actions that people take to make themselves understandable 

to each other.  

One of the promising features of this strand of research is its scope for 

application, not only for research, but for actual social encounters, especially 

encounters with children who are developing in an atypical manner.  

ToM research points to possible reasons for trouble with mutual understanding, 

but does not offer the participants any tools for troubleshooting in situ.  

What may be of help, therefore, is detailed knowledge of the contextually bound 

ways in which different ways in which people accomplish social interaction in 

their everyday lives.  

Clearly, there is many a stone unturned concerning the relation between 

interaction, development, and cognitive issues, and it would seem likely that 

scholars within discursive psychology and allied disciplines will continuously 

face up to the challenge posed by decades of mind reading in mainstream 

psychology.  
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